During the last decade, photonic crystals, also known as photonic microstructures or photonic bandgap structures, have matured from an intellectual curiosity concerning electromagnetic waves to a "eld with real applications in both the microwave and optical regime. In this review, we shall focus on progress and the prospects for semiconductor structures that mainly involve guided modes interacting with periodic structures, but we also evaluate alternative material systems and fabrication methods, e.g. those based on self-organisation. We shall go from basic concepts, via a discussion of the state of the art, to device applications. Naturally, the discussion of the applications will be more speculative, but we attempt to evaluate the real prospects o!ered by photonic crystals at optical frequencies while considering practical limitations. In doing so, we identify a variety of areas such as the combination of quantum dot light emitters with photonic crystals that seem particularly promising. We discuss the prospects for enhanced light}matter interactions in photonic crystals and the related material and design issues. Overall, the aim of this review is to introduce the reader to the concepts of photonic crystals, describe the state of the art and attempt to answer the question of what uses these peculiar structures may have.
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Introduction
From the beginning of civilisation, man has sought to illuminate the darkness. Fires, gas lights and Edison's light bulb are but a few in a long chain of light sources that have been employed. Considering the high level of technical sophistication that we have achieved, it is surprising that we still rely mainly on such archaic light sources as the incandescent light bulb or on #uorescent strip-lights, particularly since these light sources typically waste 80}95% of the electrical energy input. This is a state of a!airs that needs to be improved, so better light sources are required. This need has already been recognised in a recent report compiled by the U.S. Academy of Sciences [1] , who cite lighting by LEDs as having a major impact on the economy in the next century, both in terms of lighting and energy saving. In order to make more e$cient LEDs, we need to use the concepts of photonic crystals, which brings us to the main topic of this paper.
As far as the material for LEDs is concerned, semiconductor-based light emitters are the obvious choice. Mainly driven by the needs of the information technology industry, semiconductor light-emitting materials have reached a level of sophistication that surpasses that of any other light-emitting material known to man, with internal quantum e$ciencies above 90% being routinely obtained. Unfortunately, most of this light is trapped inside the material, and only 3}20% can escape, the remainder being eventually re-absorbed and lost as heat (Fig. 1a) .
Laser diodes o!er one way out. They rely on stimulated emission and are therefore more e$cient than LEDs, but are not applicable to every problem. Some applications, such as displays, demand the simpler and cheaper LED, since the high level of coherence of laser light is not desirable, or the generally higher cost and temperature dependence of laser diodes is prohibitive. Therefore, a concept that o!ers the ability to improve the e$ciency of LEDs is a welcome addition to the toolbox.
Photonic crystals represent this concept, and their advantage lies in addressing the extraction problem mentioned above. Moreover, photonic crystals not only o!er a simple improvement of the extraction of light from LEDs, they can also alter the fundamental process of light generation in the material itself (Fig. 1b) . Perhaps more signi"cantly, they can improve the operating characteristics of laser diodes. Laser (a)`Classicala LED: the emission cone (shaded) is very small and only a fraction of the light generated in the material can escape the device, the rest is trapped by total internal re#ection. (b) Microstructured emitter: light that would not radiate into the emission cone is suppressed by the photonic crystal, i.e. there are no modes for the emission to radiate into, so all spontaneous emission is channelled into thè usefula modes of the device. In principle, the external e$ciency of such a device can reach the internal e$ciency of the material of '90%.
diodes have experienced a tremendous development in recent years, and speci"c devices have already shown total external (`wallpluga) e$ciencies of 50% and above [2}4] . Most types of laser, however, still waste too much light, light that could be re-used, or not be emitted in the "rst place, if photonic band gap principles were applied. So, be it a laser or an LED, photonic crystals promise improvement. Their ability to control the #ow of light and their capacity to concentrate light and enhance light}matter interaction is certainly inspiring. Examining whether this promise is realistic and what else they have to o!er, e.g. in the realm of passive devices, such as "lters and waveguides, is the purpose of this paper. In Section 2, we introduce photonic crystals and show how they have emerged. A review of the state of the art is given in Section 3 and a speculative forward-look at what they may be used for in the short and longer term is attempted in Section 4.
The past * how did it all start?
In 1946, Purcell [5] was the "rst to discuss the fact that the presence of a mirror can substantially alter the radiation properties of an electromagnetic dipole. This insight was further developed over the years, and in 1987 led to the concept of a photonic band gap [6, 7] , a concept that was borrowed from semiconducting crystals in analogy to their electronic band gap.
The basic concept
The general idea is that photonic crystals do to photons what semiconductor crystals do to electrons, i.e. they create a situation whereby photons in a certain energy range cannot travel through the crystal and are re#ected when impinging onto the crystal or are not allowed to propagate at all when generated inside it. The latter point is conceptually very important, because one should not imagine a situation whereby light is emitted from the source, re#ected back by the crystal, eventually re-absorbed, re-emitted and so on. The situation is rather that the photon is not emitted in the "rst place, because there is no quantum mechanical state into which it can go. For a general introduction to the concepts and underlying theory of photonic crystals, the reader should consult earlier review papers [8}10] and the excellent textbook by Joannopoulos et al. [11] .
Initial realisation

3-D photonic crystals in the microwave regime
After a period of speculation, some controversy [12, 13] and a large theoretical e!ort, it was "nally shown conclusively that such photonic band gap materials were indeed possible [14, 15] . The "rst experimental demonstration appeared in 1991 [16] , using an array of holes drilled into high refractive index material. The arti"cial crystal thus created (later termed`Yablonovitea after its inventor) showed a stop-band for the transmission of microwave radiation that extended from 13 GHz to about 15 GHz, irrespective of the direction of propagation, so these structures exhibited a truly`forbiddena zone, a band gap. Another feature reminiscent of semiconductors is the possibility of`dopinga these structures. By including a defect, i.e. locally adding or removing material, it was possible to demonstrate localised states in the band gap [16] . The semiconductor analogy extends as far as the type of dopant, with material addition leading to a`donora-type defect, i.e. a state near the`conduction banda of the crystal band structure and material removal resulting in an`acceptora state near the`valence banda. An immediate application was found by placing an antenna onto the top of an (undoped) crystal [17] . With no radiation being allowed to enter the crystal side of the antenna, the emission into the air side was greatly enhanced, thus clearly showing that photonic crystals can alter the radiation process itself.
3-D photonic crystals in the optical regime
Although the microwave regime is a very useful testing ground and o!ers a variety of applications for photonic crystals, there has always been a drive towards trulỳ photonica applications, i.e. structures that operate in the visible or near IR regime of the electromagnetic spectrum. One approach is to take fabrication methods that were "rst successfully demonstrated on samples in the microwave regime and then scale them down, usually employing some sort of stacking technique. These`layer-bylayera photonic crystals have now matured to the point of reaching into the farinfared, e.g. a structure displaying a stop-band between 1.35 and 1.95 m was demonstrated recently [18] .
Another approach that has also been successful at making structutes for the 1.5 m window is to use micro-fabrication techiques and re"ne them to the extent that structures can be made at the desired wavelength. Impressive results have been achieved on that front [19, 20] but have unfortunately failed to show the expected sharp spectral response.
A third approach is to let nature do the ordering, e.g. in the form of opal, a self-organised structure consisting of closely packed silica spheres. This is possibly the most convincing of the di!erent approaches towards fully 3-D periodic structures, although the results shown to-date indicate the promise of the approach rather than
The` /4a criterion states that each layer in a Bragg mirror should be /4n thick for highest re#ectivity.
providing a fully convincing demonstration. The main problems are the lack of`purea material with su$cient uniformity and without unwanted defects, the relatively low intrinsic refractive index contrast and the fact that opal is optically passive. In order to increase the index contrast, and to achieve optical gain, the silica spheres that comprise opal can be doped, e.g. with rare-earth ions, or the voids between the individual spheres can be back-"lled (`loadeda) with suitable material. These techniques and their promise will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.1.6.
2-D photonic crystals in the optical regime
In contrast to the limited experimental successes with three-dimensional structures, work on 2-D structures has #ourished and produced many interesting results. This progress is mainly due to the fact that two-dimensional structures are easier to make, in particular with the aid of the tools developed for the silicon microchip industry. Lower dimensionality also implies easier manipulation of the photonic lattice to increase functionality, such as the deliberate inclusion of defects, as mentioned above, or interfacing with`standarda optical elements, such as waveguides, "bres, light sources and detectors. We shall discuss two-dimensional structures in more detail, because so much work has been done on them.
The main factors that determine the properties of two-dimensional photonic crystals are the refractive index contrast, the fraction of high and low index materials in the lattice and the arrangement of the lattice elements. As a general rule, the higher the refractive index contrast, the stronger the expected e!ects and the larger the band gap achievable. The refractive index contrast is typically limited to that between GaAs (n"3.6) and air. As to lattice con"gurations, the most promising ones are thè honeycomba [21] (Fig. 2 ) and the`graphitea [22] structure where the widest band gaps occur when small regions of semiconductor are surrounded by large regions of air, i.e. when the semiconductor`area "ll-factora is low, a direct consequence of the high refractive index of the semiconductor. The`hand-wavinga reason for this condition is that the maximum e!ect can be achieved when the optical path length in both materials is roughly equal, in direct analogy to the` /4a criterion of dielectric Bragg mirrors.
An additional factor is that of light con"nement in the third dimension; there, the structure must either: (a) be large compared to the beam size (i.e. many wavelengths deep) or (b) the beam must be su$ciently con"ned within a waveguide to experience the full interaction with the periodic lattice. Several`in"nitely deepa structures have been successfully demonstrated [23}27] (Fig. 3) , although most structures presented to date utilise some sort of waveguide con"nement. The waveguide con"guration has obvious advantages, such as growth of layered structures by established epitaxial methods and compatibility with other planar optoelectronic elements. There are, however, major problems that need to be addressed when designing the structure.
The naive point of view is as follows (Fig. 3) : A high refractive index contrast is typically achieved by etching, so the structure is separated into areas of high-index Fig. 2 . Example of a typical 2-D photonic lattice, consisting of holes etched into semiconductor. The type of lattice is triangular, it is self-similar upon 603 rotation and the arrows illustrate the two main directions of symmetry. Solid-state physics provides the terminology, with the direction indicated by the darker arrow referred to as !K and the lighter arrow pointing along !M. Fig. 3 . (a) A deeply etched waveguide, designed according to`conventional wisdoma for maximum re#ectivity with the high and low index layers /4n thick. This con"guration su!ers from di!raction losses, becauses light is not guided in the low index region and di!racts out of the waveguide plane. (b) If the air gaps, i.e. the etched holes or slots, are small enough, there is very little loss. Strong interaction between the periodic structure and the guided mode can then take place as long as the period of the structure is an integer multiple of half-wavelengths. material, typically semiconductor (with the in-built waveguide structure) and air. Light is then only guided in the semiconductor and not while travelling through the air, so di!raction loss and scattering into the third dimension (i.e. out of the plane of the waveguide) is inevitable. This loss can be minimised by increasing the "ll-fraction of semiconductor, for example by designing a lattice of pillars with narrow air gaps or a semiconductor honeycomb structure with small air holes.
The principle of this approach is that light can`hopa across the narrow gaps without su!ering excessive loss, whilst still experiencing the full refractive index contrast between semiconductor and air. This solution compromises the highest achievable band gap and is in direct contrast to the` /4a condition given above, but it With optical lithography advancing to shorter and shorter wavelengths, however, it can be expected that by the time devices based on photonic crystals are entering the marketplace in large volume, they will be made by photolithographic means.
is the approach that has so far shown the most convincing PBG e!ects in structures with low-contrast claddings, e.g. semiconductor heterostructure waveguides. These structures have allowed the observation of a variety of PBG e!ects, including high transmission, re#ection and very sharp "ltering characteristics [29, 30] . Also, keeping the substrate has the great advantage of allowing current injection. From an optical point of view, however, it would be better to remove the semiconductor substrate. Thin "lms of semiconductor on glass or in air, for example, support more strongly con"ned modes that can be inherently non-lossy [31, 32] and thereby more suited to guiding and con"ning light.
3. The present * state-of-the-art
How to make a photonic crystal?
There is a variety of ways of making photonic crystals, many of which have been borrowed from the silicon microelectronics industry.
Lithography and etching
3.1.1.1. Lithography. As stated above, some of the impressive progress has been made with planar structures that were patterned by lithographic means. Considering the small size of the lattice (periodicity between 200 and 700 nm, with sub-100 nm control of feature size desirable), standard photolithography cannot be employed. The most popular alternative is electron-beam lithography, which has been exploited by a variety of groups to generate patterns for use in the visible [33] to near-IR [34, 35] . Several workers have also succeeded in using multiple exposure holography [36] to generate the triangular pattern. Multiple exposure holography is, in fact, a technique that has been used for some time [37, 38] to produce two-dimensionally periodic structures.
Masking.
In several ways, the most suitable structure for a 2-D photonic crystal is one consisting of a matrix of small holes etched deeply into the semiconductor. This requires deep and anisotropic etching with high resolution, so generally, conventional wet etching techniques cannot be used. Anodic etching, i.e. wet etching with an applied electric "eld, is an exception and is discussed separately in Section 3.1.2.
One of the most important elements contributing to the success of the etching process is the choice of an appropriate mask layer. The most straightforward solution is to use the resist itself, after development. Since the resist erodes at a considerable rate during the dry etch process, however, the obtainable etch depth is limited, RIE lag describes the fact that small features experience a smaller etch depth than large features, which is related to the lateral motion of the impinging ions.
particularly for high-resolution patterns that demand thin resists. Therefore, in order to allow deeper etching, a dielectric pattern-transfer layer is usually added. This layer (typically SiO or Si N ) is patterned by plasma etching using #uorine chemistry (we found that CHF is superior to CF or C F because of lower resist erosion). The thickness chosen for this dielectric mask is a compromise and is typically around 100}200 nm; the thicker the mask, the longer it withstands the plasma and the deeper one can etch the semiconductor. The thinner the mask, the thinner a resist one can use to pattern it and thus achieve higher resolution. In our work, we found an erosion rate for the dielectric mask of around 15}20 nm/min.
Better masking is provided by a layer of oxidised Al V Ga \V As (&AlOx'), an approach that was "rst demonstrated by Cheng et al. [20] . We have observed an erosion rate of only 3 nm/min for a layer of oxidised 80% x-fraction AlGaAs, which is a considerable improvement over externally deposited dielectrics. The oxidation is carried out at 400}4503C in a wet steam atmosphere, a process that has been widely studied, mainly for current aperturing in vertical cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) [39, 40] . Despite this obvious improvement in erosion rate, AlO V masks have not been widely used, in part because they have to be designed into the epitaxial material structure. Finally, one can add a thin layer of metal to the process, and pattern it either by lift-o! or by ion milling [19] and then use the patterned metal layer to transfer the structure into the dielectric. This approach gives better masking, but raises the question whether the improvement is worth the additional e!ort, considering that each processing step increases the cost and failure rate. Our standard process for GaAs/AIGaAs-based fabrication uses e-beam patterning of PMMA (200 nm thick, 350 K molecular weight), transfer into a &150 nm layer of SiO and etching using SiCl in a standard RIE reactor. Typically, we obtain an aspect ratio of 6}8 : 1 (e.g. 100 nm holes etched 600}800 nm deep, Fig. 4 ), which has been su$cient to demonstrate a range of PBG e!ects in the waveguide geometry, with moderate losses [28, 29, 42] .
InP-based photonic crystals can be etched in either CH /H [43] or in chlorinecontaining plasmas. Although vertical sidewalls and non-selective etching have both been achieved with CH /H , the process is plagued by the buildup of polymer, which tends to clog up small features and, in our case, has prohibited the etching of lattice periods smaller than 0.5 m. This problem can be overcome by the use of chlorine chemistry, a solution that is not straightforward, however, because InCl , one of the main reaction products, is not volatile below 1303C * and so a heated stage is required for the process. Hot etching of InP has been demonstrated successfully in both CAIBE [44] and with our standard RIE reactor, the main problem consists of "nding the (reactor dependent) balance between the chemical (temperature, reactive gas #ow) and physical (DC bias or acceleration voltage) etching components.
Electrochemistry
An alternative method for producing 2-D lattices involves electrochemistry, namely anodic etching and growth. Impressive aspect ratios have already been obtained, both in silicon (Fig. 5 ) and alumina. Initial work by GruK ning et al. [23] produced 2-D crystals where the elusive goal of an`in"nitely higha array of holes was closely approximated. The term`in"nitely higha is to be understood in the context of the wavelength; the structures were up to 340 m deep and exhibited band gaps around 40 m wavelength. The etched holes had a diameter of 6.2 m, which constitutes an aspect ratio of '50 : 1 and compares favourably with the ratios (10 : 1 that are typically achieved by dry-etching. Due to the generally`macroscopica (1}50 m) feature size of the electrochemically etched holes, the material thus produced is termed macroporousa silicon, in contrast to its`microporousa relative (Section 4.3.1). Macroporous silicon with feature sizes in the sub-micron range has been demonstrated [27, 45] , although most PBG-related experimental work is aimed at mid-to far-IR wavelengths [25, 26] .
Much smaller structures that could display photonic band gaps in the visible regime have already been produced by the related technique of anodic growth of alumina pores. The pores were grown on a surface of aluminium embossed with regular arrays of concave dimples that acted as seeds for the growth. Impressive aspect ratios for holes, with diameters as small as 70 nm and periodicities of 100 nm, were reported by Masuda et al. [46] .
The high degree of regularity achievable with electrochemical processes surpasses that of structures generated by lithographic means, but constitutes a mixed blessing; the only requirement to initiate the process is some discontinuity on the surface. Once the process has started, the pore size is determined by the electrochemical current, not the size of the seed [46] . Therefore, the growth mechanism has a tendency to accommodate deterministic defects and possibly eliminate them as the process proceeds, producing a defect-free crystal after a certain depth (or height, respectively).
Vertical selective oxidation
The motivation for etching holes or slots into a material is to create a high refractive index contrast. By removing material, however, the surface is left perforated, which makes it di$cult to deposit mirrors or contacts afterwards. Also, the device may age prematurely because of chemical reactions at the exposed surface.
An intriguing variant to removing material that addresses these issues is the technique of selective oxidation. A lattice produced by selective oxidation maintains the physical integrity of the material and produces an`all-solida microstructure. The oxidation technique was "rst proposed in the early 1990's [40] as a way of converting AlAs (or AlGaAs with a high Al-content, generally Al '80%) into a thermodynamically stable oxide. The process involves placing the sample into a steam environment at 400}4503C and produces an oxide with two desirable qualities: (a) The oxide is a good electrical insulator, which is the reason for its use as a current-blocking layer
In collaboration with Dr. M.Dawson, Strathclyde University, Glasgow, UK. Ga \ As is exponentially dependent on the Al-fraction x. By increasing the Al-fraction with depth, an arti"cial anisotropy is introduced into the oxidation process, leading, ideally, to`oxide pillarsa. The sketch illustrates the progression of the oxidation front in four steps with time and the micrograph depicts an oxide pillar that was slightly over-oxidised. In the particular example, the composition was graded from x"0.88 near the surface to x"0.95 near the substrate. The oxidation time was 3 min at 4203C in an open-tube furnace.
in vertical cavity surface-emitting lasers, VCSELs [47] , and (b) it has a low refractive index, i.e. between 1.5 and 1.6 [48] . The low refractive index is the most exciting aspect as far as photonic crystals are concerned, because it facilitates the growth of the entire structure, including all electrical and optical functions, by standard epitaxial means with the low-index areas being converted by relatively simple processing afterwards.
The main problem with the technique is that it usually proceeds in the lateral direction, i.e. in a plane parallel to the surface, whereas typical photonic lattices are structured in the veritcal direction, i.e. normal to the surface. Our group has recently explored the possibility of vertical oxidation, with the aim to replace etched holes bỳ oxide pillarsa (Fig. 6 ). To accomplish substantially vertical oxidation, the Al-content of an AlGaAs layer is graded, with the higher Al-content closer to the substrate. The exponential dependence of the oxidation rate on the Al-content [39] then drives the reaction downwards in an anisotropic fashion. For masking, we have used a thin (50 nm) layer of GaAs, which was either removed locally by wet etching or damaged by exposure to an RIE-generated plasma of CHF . The latter process has the great advantage of leaving a near-perfect surface with the high contrast microstructure embedded in the material underneath.
Our current estimate for the aspect ratio of these pillars is around 1 : 1, which is not as impressive as the ratios of upto 10 : 1 achieved with dry etching techniques. Another problem is the volume shrinkage of up to 13% [39] which can lead to strain, microcracks or structural problems such as delamination of the layer structure if the oxide is too thick. Careful process control is also required, as illustrated by the overshoot seen in Fig. 6 .
Overall, the technique of vertical oxidation is not without drawbacks and requires more work, but it eliminates the side-e!ects of dry etching, such as damage and ion Fig. 7 . Semiconductor`membranea-style waveguide on a partially oxidised bu!er. The oxidation was terminated early to study the progression of the oxidation front and to illustrate the process.
channelling [49] e!ects that increase the non-radiative recombination in active microstructures. It also leaves a planar or near-planar surface which opens options for subsequent deposition of mirrors and contacts.
Membranes
The fabrication routine for waveguide-based photonic lattices described above assumes that the light is con"ned by a`laser-likea semiconductor heterostructure. This approach has a variety of advantages, e.g. simplicity, mechanical stability and, most importantly, it allows current injection. The main drawback, however, is the fact that the light is rather weakly con"ned by the limited refractive index contrast available with a semiconductor heterostructure, and, given the opportunity, will scatter into the substrate. As mentioned earlier, this scattering loss can be minimised by careful design. It cannot be completely eradicated, however, unless the refractive index contrast between the waveguide core and cladding is increased. Microstructures that consist of a`perforateda waveguide core clad by glass or air, for example, have the ability to support truly lossless modes [31, 50] that can propagate through the structure without su!ering any loss at all. The purpose of the present section is to present several di!erent ways of making such membranes, i.e. thin layers of semiconductor surrounded by low-index material.
Silicon on silica.
The easiest approach is to use a material that comes with the desired properties built-in, such as silicon on silica, i.e. quartz. Wafers with thin "lms of polycrystalline silicon on quartz bu!ers can be readily obtained and have been used to make high-quality waveguides [51] and microcavities [32] .
Low-index buwer.
The second easiest approach is to use a semiconductor heterostructure and modify it in some way after growth to create a low-index bu!er between the waveguide core and the (high-index) substrate. This modi"cation can either be in the form of wet etching or selective oxidation (Fig. 7) . Wet etching creates an`airbridgea or suspended membrane and requires a selective wet etch in a suitable material system, e.g. InP/InGaAs [52, 53] , GaAs/AlGaAs [54] or Si N /SiO [33] . Selective oxidation relies on the steam oxidation process described above and is based on the fact that the oxidation rate of Al V Ga \V As depends exponentially on x for 0.8(x)1.0. The refractive index of the oxide (`AlOxa) is around 1.6 [48] and thereby provides almost the same strong con"nement as the airspace created by wet etching. The oxide bu!er, however, creates a structure that is more robust and has better thermal properties because of its`all-solida nature, although one needs to be aware of strain and possible delamination as already mentioned above.
Epitaxial lift-ow/substrate removal.
The third possibility is to separate the epi-layer from its original substrate and place it onto another substrate with more desirable properties. A durable joint between the membrane and the new substrate can be made with UV-curable glue or simply by relying on van der Waals forces, which is the basis of the technique known as epitaxial lift-o! (ELO). The development of ELO was originally motivated by the need for cheaper substrates in the solar cell industry, since the original substrates can be re-used after the epilayer has been lifted o! [55, 56] . The technique is also very promising for GaAs-on silicon optoelectronics [57] and the fabrication of e$cient light-emitting diodes [58] .
Which one of these techniques should be chosen depends on the material system, but also on experience and processing capability. The wet-etched membranes are particularly suitable for the InP/InGaAs/InGaAsP system because of the variety and high selectivity of materials and etches available, while selective oxidation is best suited for the GaAs/AlGaAs system. Substrate removal is an option for many materials that feature semiconductor heterstructures, as long as there is su$cient wet-etch selectivity for di!erent compositions.
Other fabrication methods
The fabrication methods discussed so far have mostly been`borroweda from the silicon microelectronics industry, i.e. they all involve some kind of lithography followed by transfer into the host material. It is desirable to extend these methods, because lithography usually requires planar substrates whereas the ideal, threedimensional photonic crystal is periodic in three dimensions. Moreover, some materials, such as light-emitting polymers (Section 4.3.3.), cannot easily be structured in this manner and require other processes.
Building up the crystal.
The alternative to removing material to form the required microstucture is to build it up. The anodic growth technique mentioned in the context of electrochemical processes (Section 3.1.2) already "ts into this category, and there are related techniques such as laser prototyping and stereolithography [59] that have not yet produced truly`photonica structures, i.e. structures that operate around the 1 m wavelength range, but have great promise for doing so in the near future. A type of photonic crystal that already passes the criterion of size is the one "rst presented by Kawakami et al. [60, 61] , a structure that is built-up from a patterned substrate by sputtering alternate layers of SiO and Si to create a truly three-dimensional crystal. The authors report that the sputtering conditions can be adjusted to yield a constant mark/space ratio pattern as the structure builds up [62] . To underline the feasibility of this approach, they have reported very powerful wavelength selectivity dispersive e!ects (`superprism phenomenaa) [61] that occur because of strong dispersion in certain parts of the photonic bandstructure.
Embossing.
Light-emitting polymers such as para-phenylene vinylene (PPV) [63] are not easily processed into the shapes and sizes desirable for photonic crystals, so one needs to resort to a di!erent approach; embossing is one of a range of`soft lithographya techniques [64] that o!ers itself as a solution. The principle of embossing is to bring a negative preform of the desired pattern and the polymer into close contact. By applying suitable pressure and temperature, the pattern is transferred from the preform into the polymer. Embossing is often used for mass production of di!ractive optical elements and has a demonstrated resolution in the sub-100 nm regime. Microstructuring PPV by embossing has now been demostrated [65] , which opens up a whole new range of possibilites for light-emitting polymers. One of the problems with this technique is the adhesion of the polymer to the preform once the pressure has been released, an issue that can be addressed by adjusting the chemical composition of the polymer.
Fibre-pulling.
Stacking hollow glass rods and pulling them into "bres o!ers yet another method of producing`in"nitely deepa photonic crystals. The technique was "rst demonstrated in 1992 [66] and has since produced several interesting results, such as photonic band-gap behaviour in the visible [24] and the very intriguing photonic crystal "bre. These "bres have a virtually unlimited single-mode bandwidth [67] , i.e. they do not (within the useful window determined by absorption losses) allow the propagation of higher order waveguide modes, whatever the wavelength of operation.
Self-organised photonic crystals, notably opal
Most of the fabrication methods discussed so far impose periodicity on a photonic scale onto the otherwise uniform material. This approach has great strengths, particularly the ability to include deterministic defects, but also a variety of weaknesses, for example the lack of a viable fabrication technology for 3-D structures that mimic the type of performance already demonstrated in the microwave regime.
3.1.6.1. Background. A possible solution lies in self-organisation. Self-organisation is a fundamental feature of nature and much of what makes existence possible can be said to rely on self-organisation. Within physical science, the coalescence of solid materials into remarkably perfect single crystals that we refer to as epitaxial growth is something we tend to take for granted, even if our task is to produce the massive single crystals now demanded by, for instance, the silicon industry. Such &electronic' crystals are made up from atomic building blocks which are glued together by relatively strong binding forces * a key point when we turn to the subject of self-organised photonic crystals, such as opal. Opal consists of a regular arrangment of nearly spherical balls of amorphous silica (Fig. 8) . Opal occurs naturally as a semi-precious material renowned for its irridescent behaviour when observed in white light. The synthetic formation of bare opal is also possible, and involves the formation of nearly spherical balls of silica with appropriate size and their arrangement into a multilayer crystala with substantial regions of regularity.
Other self-organised structures include the colloidal photonic crystals formed from monodisperse polystyrene particles [68] and the more recent work by Holland, Blanford and Stein in which balls of organic material (latex) are formed into regular arrays and then provide a template for the formation of regular arrays of titania, zirconia or alumina matrices with open-pore structures [69] . Wijnhoven and Vos [70] describe a similar approach based on colloidal silica balls which are removed to form air spheres after in"lling with titania. It is worth remarking here that the microcrystalline nature of the material which forms the open-pore structure is such that it exhibits a high level of Rayleigh scattering, so that the out-of-stopband or o!-normal incidence transmission may also be negligible, thus masking true photonic band-gap behaviour.
But let us return to synthetic opal. Bogomolov and co-workers [71] have carried out a substantial amount of work on synthetic opal and established a`standarda process, which begins with the colloidal formation of spherical balls of silica [72, 73] , followed by the sedimentation or centrifuging of the silica spheres into a`crystala in which the monodispersed spheres pack into a solid assembly. Substantial regions of material typically exhibit a regular face-centred cubic (f.c.c.) arrangement.
Loading opal.
While properly formed`barea synthetic opal, like good samples of its naturally occurring counterpart, is clearly a photonic crystal, the maximum refractive contrast available, 1.45 : 1, is insu$cient to give full photonic bandgap behaviour. The possibility has been recognised for several years [74, 75] that semiconductor material can, using suitable`loadinga processes, fully or partially "ll the voids inherent in the structure of opal and at the same time provide both a larger Fig. 9 . Dependence on the photon energy of the (111)-planed Bragg re#ection peak of synthetic opal. The opal has been lightly`dopeda with a thin layer of cadmium sulphide (CdS) using a cadmium compound in solution, followed by chemical conversion to CdS. The thickness of the CdS layer is estimated to be in the region of 2}4 nm. The re#ection peak for normal incidence (q"903) is observed at a photon energy of 2.2 eV (i.e. a free-space wavelength of 0.564 m). The position of this peak is consistent with the Bragg law for a structure consisting of touching silica balls of diamater D"260 nm with an average refractive index of 1.33. The shift in peak position can possibly be explained by taking into account the strong dispersion of CdS near its electronic band gap (2.5 eV) as well as Snell's law, since the incident ray is refracted as it enters the opal. As a result, the shift from 90 to 703 is smaller than that from 70 to 503 and the average refractive index has increased to about 1.4. The inset con"rms that low transmission coincides with high re#ection as expected. Courtesy of S.G Romanov, University of Glasgow [75] .
refractive index contrast and a periodic gain medium. Furthermore, by back-"lling opal with high-index material, a more favourable reactive index distribution, i.e. one approaching the` /4a criterion (see ), can be achieved, where the optical path in the high-index material equals that in the low-index material. Thus, only a small amount of high index material is required, which is typically what the loading process, e.g. with suitable semiconductor material, produces. The technology of the loading process is challenging, but signi"cant progress has been made both using vapour-phase deposition processes [74] and liquid-phase "lling processes [75] . Fig. 9 shows an example for the re#ected di!raction behaviour of lightly CdS-loaded opal.
As we write, there has neither been a clear demonstration of laser action nor of strong omnidirectional spontaneous emission inhibition in opal-based materials. These failures may well be surmounted before long but are, we believe, the result of problems in achieving perfect regularity in both the crystal synthesis and the loading process, a su$cient index contrast and a high-quality luminescence from the in-"lled material. Our general view on self-organised photonic crystals is that they form a promising and intellectually challenging topic. Possibly, the most obvious application is their use as a periodic gain medium for photopumped laser action, with a broad spectrum available for tuning via an additional element in the laser cavity. Tuning may also be possible by loading opal with a suitable liquid crystal. In the longer run, electroluminescent structures based on semiconductor-loaded or electroluminescent dye-loaded synthetic opal are a possibility. It may eventually be possible to produce suitably sized opal substrates at low enough cost through mass production * and then apply opal or other self-organised photonic crystals to areas such as displaydevice technology.
Diwerent methods of characterising photonic crystals
Performing measurements on PBG structures designed for the microwave regime is relatively easy and is usually done with monopole antennas or waveguide horns [17, 76] . The same applies to the`largea structures based on opal, macroporous silicon [26] or those made by the "bre-pulling technique [24] , structures that can be examined by placing them in the path of a collimated broadband and source and measuring the transmission/re#ection as a function of wavelength. The characterisation of waveguide-based structures in the optical regime, however, is not as obvious and a variety of ingenious approaches have been developed.
Tuneable laser
The coherent light of a laser-source has the distinct advantage that it can be focused into a micron-size spot and therefore be coupled into a semiconductor waveguide relatively easily via a single-mode "bre or directly via`end-"rea coupling. These are appealing features, but there is also a variety of drawbacks. (a) The tuning range of the laser is limited. Even sources as versatile as dye and Ti : Sapphire lasers tend to have their continuous tuning range limited to 10}20% of the centre wavelength, because of the limited spectrum of the gain medium or the bandwidth of the mirrors. In order to map out a PBG structure, however, a tuning range of 30}40% is often required. (b) Coupling to the waveguide can only be performed in a normal or near-normal direction with respect to its end-face. It is often the angular-dependent response of the structure, however, that is of real interest. (c) An external source, such as a tuneable laser, can only probe the external properties of the lattice and not examine active structures, such as microcavities, where the interest lies in studying the e!ect of the microstructure on the emission process.
The solution to (a) and (b) is`lithographic tuninga as illustrated in Fig. 10 ; by stepping the lattice period in a controlled fashion, di!erent parts of the respective stopbands can be assessed with the same, limited wavelength-span of the source. Furthermore, the lattices can be lithographically rotated to probe di!erent symmetry directions, or curved waveguides can be used to direct the light in the desired direction. Using these techniques, we were able to show the "rst clear experimental signatures of photonic band-gap behaviour in the near-infrared [28] .
In-built photoluminescence
Using the in-built photoluminescence of the semiconductor material makes for a more versatile measurement, since the source can be excited at any point (Fig. 11) . The structure consists of an array of slots etched into a waveguide structure designed for a third-order stopband in the 800}900 nm wavelength region [30] . The centre element is slightly enlarged to form a defect state in the centre of the stopband. As the lattice spacing is increased, the spectral response shifts to longer wavelength and a di!erent part of the stopband appears in the 820}900 nm wavelength window accessible with our tuneable Ti : Sapphire laser. Fig. 11 . In-built source to probe the photonic lattice. The quantum wells embedded in the structure are photoexcited by a focused laser spot. Some of the luminescence couples to the waveguide mode, travels to the microstructure, interacts with it and "nally couples out of the cleaved facet to be collected and spectrally analysed. The distance between the excitation spot and the cleaved facet is limited to between 20 and 100 m due to reabsorption in the material. Courtesy of D. Labilloy, Ecole Polytechnique, Palaiseau, France.
The waveguides indicated above are not required, but the patterns have to be placed in proximity to a cleaved edge for measurement. The spectral width of the source is even more limited than that of a Ti:Sapphire type tuneable laser, particularly when bulk or quantum well material is used [77] . This limitation is made more severe by the presence of (wavelength-dependent) re-absorption in the unpumped parts of the waveguide. Transmission through a 2-D semiconductor waveguide based photonic crystal using internal photoluminescence as a light-source, measured by the method shown in Fig. 11 . The alternating full and light curves represent data for structures of di!erent lattice constant, which have been pasted together via the normalised lattice constant u"a/ . The fact that the di!erent curves join up so well, particularly the "ne structure around u"0.3 underlines the reproducibility of the measurement and the accuracy with which these structures can be fabricated using state-of-the-art technology [80] . The lattice period varies between 180 and 330 nm and the wavelength is around 1 m. Courtesy of D. Labilloy, Ecole Polytechnique, Palaiseau, France.
In a more recent development, self-organised InAs quantum dots with a deliberately broad emission spectrum have shown much improved results [78] . Due to the larger bandwidth and the much reduced re-absorption in the unpumped waveguide, it was possible to map out a large part of the stop-band of an individual lattice (Fig. 12) . Due to its versatility, the technique has enabled the simultaneous measurement of transmission, re#ection and di!raction, i.e. a complete and quantitative assessment of the interaction between the incoming light and the photonic lattice [29] . Moreover, the PL-technique can be used to excite light inside a structure and examine the internal properties of the photonic crystal, e.g. the emission from a photonic crystal microcavity [79] .
White light measurements
The easiest technique, as far as the light source is concerned, is to use white light, i.e. a broadband light source. Because white light is not coherent, it cannot be focused into a spot small enough to allow launching into narrow waveguides, so the technique is either limited to the case of probing large structures or to techniques that couple into the waveguide via gratings or evanescent "elds (e.g. prism-coupling [38, 81] ). In the white light re#ectance measurements presented recently [54, 82] , the photonic lattice acts as its own grating coupler. As the light impinges on the microstructure, it is generally re#ected, unless the wavevector-component of a mode that is allowed to propagate through the structure matches that of the incoming light. In that case, i.e. when the two wavevectors are matched, some of the energy leaks into the waveguide with a corresponding dip in the re#ectivity. Due to Snell's law and the high index of the semiconductor, only modes near the centre of the Brillouin zone can ful"l this matching condition, so only modes near the -point can be addressed (Fig. 13 ).
The future = applications for photonic crystals
Light emitting diodes (LEDs)
As indicated in the introduction, we see some of the major applications for photonic crystals in novel light sources. Consider, for example, the light emitting diode (LED). The active material of LEDs is still invariably semiconductor, which is the most e$cient light-generating material known, with up to 99.7% internal quantum e$ciency reported [83] . The problem then lies in the extraction of this light: as a consequence of Snell's law, only the radiation within a small cone (around 163 for GaAs) can escape, everything else being totally internally re#ected. A simple calculation shows that the extraction e$ciency scales as 1/4n, so the 163 allowed by Snell's law only represent around 2% of the total available solid angle, which is the reason for the low external e$ciency of 2}4% observed in standard commercial LEDs.
This discrepancy between external and internal e$ciency clearly needs to be addressed. High brightness LEDs already exist, they extract light from more than one facet and achieve external e$ciencies around 20%. These devices are beginning to be used in display and lighting (e.g. tra$c light) applications because of their superior brightness and lifetime with respect to incandescent lightbulbs [84] . Another approach is to employ the somewhat unusual technology of placing the active layer on a low index substrate and then roughening it. The resulting surface scatters a large fraction of the light out of the material and leads to a measured e$ciency of around 30% [58] . We believe that the most promising approach, however, is based on photonic crystals because both the extraction and the control over the direction of light emission is improved. Many applications require light sources with a more directional output from the light source for coupling into the narrow acceptance cone of a "bre, e.g. applications in short-distance communications, such as "bre to the home, automotive and avionics. Data rates are typically no higher than a few 100 Mbit/s and the price pressure is very high, so LEDs have clear advantages.
The general idea is sketched in Fig. 1 . By controlling the light that is emitted by the material, the emission into the unwanted directions is suppressed and that into the desired directions enhanced. Microcavity LEDs (MCLEDs) are the "rst manifestation of this concept. They cannot genuinely be referred to as photonic crystals, but share the concept of using periodic structures for strong con"nement: 23% external e$ciency, extracted from a single facet, has already been demonstrated [85, 86] . Extending this concept into two and three dimensions should push the limit further and lead to devices with an external e$ciency up to 50% or even beyond.
Research is currently being conducted in a number of centres along a variety of avenues that have the common factor of involving a (micro-)cavity of some description. The two main ideas are (a) increased extraction/photon recycling and (b) alteration of the fundamental emission process.
Devices with increased extraction capability
In a microcavity LED, one can generally distinguish between three types of mode: (a) the extracted modes, (b) the modes that are con"ned to the waveguide formed by the high-index active layer and (c) the modes that leak into the substrate and cannot be collected. The extracted modes constitute the useful output of the device and so should be enhanced.
Thin cavities.
By reducing the thickness of the optical cavity, the number of allowed modes can be restricted to the bare minimum. The extraction e$ciency then increases because if, out of the k modes that the emission process can "ll, a single mode is extracted, the extraction e$ciency (and hence the external e$ciency) scales as 1/k. This is, in naive terms, the main factor behind the 23% external quantum e$ciency already obtained with MCLEDs [85, 86] . The other factor involved is photon recycling, which will be discussed below. The realisation of a thin (e.g. one wavelength thick) cavity device involves a -thick central layer bounded by a metal mirror on one side and by a GaAs/AlGaAs Bragg stack on the other [86] , forming a structure that supports between 4 and 5 modes. Although the cavity spacer is only 1 wavelength thick, which suggests that the cavity can support two modes, the "eld penetrates substantially into the mirrors and thus increases the e!ective cavity length. In order to reduce this penetration depth, the substrate index can be reduced by placing the active layer onto a dielectric material, e.g. by using epitaxial lift-o! [58] or by using selectively oxidised bu!er layers (see also Section 3.1.3). These approaches, however,
The di!erence between the -M and -K directions in a triangular lattice is a manifestation of this di!erent e!ective period. This is also why in the work De Neve et al. [86] , the best external e$ciency was obtained for large area devices. make current injection much more di$cult and either lateral injection is required [58] or the use of conducting dielectrics, such as Indium Tin Oxide (ITO).
Surface roughness/grating couplers.
The other way to increase the amount of light extracted is to scatter the waveguide modes out of the material via surface roughness [58] or, in a more controlled manner, via a surface grating (`grating couplera) thereby converting the waveguide modes into extracted modes. The`ordereda grating method has only recently been proposed for MCLEDs [87] and has yet to prove its superiority over the`randoma scattering approach. Furthermore, the extraction angle depends on both the propagation constant of the extracted waveguide mode and the e!ective period of the grating, which is a function of the propagation direction in the plane and may therefore limit the maximum extraction. Clever design, however, such as the use of chirped gratings or quasiperiodic structures (Section 4.6), may overcome these di$culties.
Photon recycling.
A further factor is the apparent increase in the internal e$ciency that can be realised by re-absorption and re-emission, or`photon recyclinga. Photons, particularly those emitted into the waveguide modes, can have a high probability of reabsorption if the interaction length with the active layer is long enough [86] and the overlap with the active layer is su$ciently strong [88] . An impressive demonstration of the extent to which the recycling e!ect can be used was given by Schnitzer and Yablonovitch [83] , where each photon was re-emitted for an average 25 times, leading to a total external e$ciency of 72%. This type of performance, however, is only possible with material of exceptional quality, the authors quoting 99.7% internal quantum e$ciency in that particular example. Also, recycling increases the photon lifetime, thus slowing down the response-time of the device, which may well be a consideration for applications in communications systems. [89] One of the key motivations for research into photonic crystals is the promise of spontaneous emission enhancement, i.e. the fact that the spontaneous emission rate of an excited atom can be increased by placing it inside a microcavity. In particular, such a microcavity may be formed by creating a defect in a photonic microstructure. Theoretically, the alteration of the emission rate is usually treated within the framework of Fermi's golden rule, i.e. the coupling between the atom and the cavity is considered weak. Fermi's golden rule states that the emission rate is proportional to the product of the mode density (i.e. the spectral density of states) and the matrix element for the atom}"eld interaction.
The Purcell ewect. Cavity enhanced light-emitting diodes
To study the e!ect of the cavity, we "rst consider the free-space spectral mode density ( ) and convert it to a volume-normalised mode density g( )" ( )/<. If the Fig. 14 . Di!erence between a laser and a cavity-enhanced LED, Purcell style. In a semiconductor laser, the resonator typically has a high Q, i.e. a narrow linewidth, and sets the resonance wavelength. The emission at this wavelength is strongly enhanced and the emission at all other wavelengths suppressed. In a cavityenhanced LED, all wavelengths experience enhanced emission if the material gain bandwidth is smaller than the cavity resonance bandwidth, or, expressed di!erently, if Q(material)'Q(cavity). For example, an InGaAs/InP heterostructure operating at room temperature at a wavelength of around 1.6 m has a material Q of approximately 10, so the cavity Q should ideally not exceed this value. De"ning the gain bandwidth of a material as`material Qa is somewhat unusual, but the analogy is obvious if one interprets the material linewidth in the same way as the cavity linewidth via Q" / .
emission process takes place in a material of index n, the e!ective volume changes accordingly, see Eq. (6). The free-space value for g( ) is known from classical mechanics to be proportional to . In particular [90] ,
The cavity restricts the modes to a spectral width and a volume < , which transforms the mode density into
This expression assumes that (a) the cavity and the atomic emitter are in resonance, and (b) that the linewidth of the cavity resonance exceeds that of the emission linewidth, so that the emission line is entirely contained within the cavity resonance. This is a very important assumption and is illustrated in Fig. 14 . The cavity is usually described by the quality factor Q, which can be expressed as Q" / , so Eq. (2) becomes
This additional factor of 3 cannot be assumed automatically and only describes the maximum enhancement possible. A good example for this is given by Gerard et al. [91] , where a maximum f of 32 was calculated, with a measured value of 5. The di!erence is due to spatial and orientational overlap, i.e. only &1/2 of the dots overlap with the cavity mode and, since the dot emission is randomly polarised, only &1/3 of the dots provide gain.
The enhancement factor of three assumes perfect mirrors. It quickly drops to values below 2 when mirrors with realistically "nite re#ectivity are put into the equation.
The mode density alteration caused by the cavity is thus given by g /g , or
Two further considerations are required for the "nal result.
(a) A real cavity is best described by a Lorentzian line shape function, so Eq. (2) becomes
The maximum possible enhancement is achieved when the radiating dipole, in relation to the three orthogonal coordinate axes, is oriented to experience the maximum interaction with the cavity mode. This gives an additional factor of three over the bulk-case. In total, we obtain the following expression for the cavity enhancement factor, which was "rst mentioned by Purcell and is therefore often referred to as the Purcell-factor [5] . We shall call it f in our discussion,
For convenience, we shall write this equation in a slightly di!erent form,
accounting for the fact that the emitter is usually embedded in a material with index n and that the number of modes in the cavity is approximately quantised in integer multiples of the half-wavelength. On closer examination, f can be seen to reach values of 100 or more for parameters that have been independently reported in semiconductor microcavities, e.g. Q's over 1000 [92] and mode volumes as small as 5 cubic half-wavelengths [32] . This shows that there is considerable potential in photonic crystal-based microcavities, because they can produce microcavities with high Q and low volume. It also shows the bene"t of two-and three dimensional optical con"nement, considering the well-known fact that a maximum value of f "3 is possible with a purely one-dimensional structure [93] . Overall, equation (6) tells us that we need to increase Q or reduce <, or both, if we want to achieve a signi"cant A good example for this argument is the state-of-the-art threshold current density reported for quantum dot lasers [95, 96] . At moderately cryogenic temperatures, when all the carriers are con"ned to quantum dots, the current density can be extremely low, around 10 A/cm. At room temperature, the threshold current density for emission from the same quantised state is approximately an order of magnitude higher, indicating that most carriers are not strictly con"ned to the quantum dots any more. spontaneous emission enhancement. How can we do this, and what is the highest enhancement factor we can expect in practise?
High Q cavities.
The high-Q cavity seems the most obvious route to take, since high-Q semiconductor-based microcavities already exist, e.g. in vertical cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs). The argument sounds convincing, but there is a catch: very high Q's are only useful if the line width of the active material is equally narrow, a condition not routinely ful"lled by semiconductor light emitters; Purcellstyle cavity enhancement only works if the line width of the emitting material is equal to or smaller than the line width of the cavity, the assumption used in deriving Eq. (2) [14] . Using a high Q cavity and low Q material is typical with lasers, where the emission at one particular wavelength is very strongly enhanced (being predominantly simulated emission) but the emission at all or most other wavelengths in the available gain-spectrum is suppressed (Fig. 14) . If the aim is a maximum enhancement primarily of the spontaneous emission, the enhancement must act on the entire emission bandwidth and therefore Q )Q . As a consequence, standard heterostructure emitters, including quantum well structures, are not very suitable. They have a material Q that typically ranges between 10 and 40, which is therefore the highest cavity Q that should be used. There is one active material system, however, that combines the narrow linewidth normally associated with atomic emitters and the high gain achievable in semiconductors. It is the system known as self-organised quantum dots, e.g. the nominally InAs quantum dots grown by the Stranski}Krastanov method [94] . These dots, at low temperature, have the ability to trap electron}hole pairs very e$ciently and can thereby fully quantise the electron wave function, thus approaching the ideal scenario of quantum boxes. The resulting emission spectrum is an assembly of delta-function-like lines, with very high Q's typically above 5000. Using such dots, pillar microcavities have shown Purcell-enhancement factors around 5 [91] , which clearly demonstrates the feasibility of the principle.
The disadvantage, even for state-of-the art quantum dots, is that the size distribution is still relatively broad, i.e. the self-organised dots nucleate in di!erent sizes, which leads to a broad distribution of emission wavelengths and relatively low spectral density. This means that, when placed into a high Q cavity, there are either no or only a few dots emitting at the right frequency. The second problem is the large carrier overspill that is observed at room temperature, which means that the carriers are not properly contained by the dots, but can escape and bypass the radiative recombination process. Therefore, the active layer appears to most carriers simply as a strongly corrugated quantum well rather than a series of quantum boxes. These two problems Fig. 15 . Illustration of the operation of a photonic crystal microcavity; light is con"ned to a small volume in the plane de"ned by the photonic lattice but free to radiate otherwise. The hexagonal section shown here can be understood as the unit cell of a large array of cavities, which is how these devices may eventually be used.
are not intrinsic, however, and may possibly be solved by the clever use of technology, e.g. seeding the dots or growing them close enough together in the vertical direction.
A problem that does, however, set limits to the practically useful Q is that of overlap of the emission line with the cavity resonance. Let us assume that it was possible to grow InAs dots, or anything else that has a very narrow, well-de"ned, emission line, in a uniform and controlled manner. The task would then be to make a cavity that resonates at exactly the same wavelength. This cavity would also have to be quite small and therefore be fabricated with A s ngstrom-scale accuracy (see also Section 4.4 on WDM applications). This is possible, in principle, but becomes more di$cult as the Q of the cavity increases.
Small volume cavities.
The alternative approach to maximising (5) is to use cavities with very small volume, an approach that has so far only been explored theoretically. By studying a variety of possible defect con"gurations in a 2-D lattice etched into an approximately /2 thick semiconductor membrane, a volume <"2 cubic half-wavelengths was established as the tentative minimum [97] . The Q of these cavities varied between 10}100, depending on the type and size of the defect. This low value can be understood by considering the full spatial con"guration; although the light is strongly con"ned to the defect in the plane of the photonic crystal slab, it can radiate freely in the weakly con"ned, vertical direction (Fig. 15) . Fig. 16 shows an example for the physical realisation of such a small cavity. To give a numerical example, let us consider small volume cavities in the InP/InGaAs system. This material system is known [98] to su!er relatively low surface recombination velocities, which means in practise that the non-radiative recombination at the exposed surfaces of the photonic lattice is tolerable. Using the minimum cavity volume of <"2 mentioned above [97] and assuming that the low Q of the material (approximately 10) is matched to the cavity, this yields, according to Eq. (6), an overall enhancement factor of 3. Fig. 16 . A photonic crystal microcavity based on a semiconductor membrane. The structure was fabricated on a GaAs/AlAs heterostructure using steam oxidation. The con"ning layer delaminated after oxidation, resulting in a free-standing membrane. The microcavity, in the centre of the picture, is formed by an enlarged region between three holes [97] .
4.1.2.3.
Discussion. Both approaches, high Q or small volume, as far as they have been explored to date, yield similar results, i.e. an enhancement factor f between 3 and 5. The obvious route towards increasing f is therefore to combine the two approaches. The high Q method su!ers from the lack of suitable room-temperature emitters and creates the problem of matching the narrow linewidths of the cavity and the material. The low volume approach, in contrast, is unsuitable for most commonly used semiconductors, because of surface recombination. Both constraints are material-related, and can therefore only be addressed by materials engineering, for example via further developing the growth of self-organised InAs dots. By making the dots larger, their high Q can be traded o! against increased con"nement [99] ; by growing successive layers of dots in close proximity, the electron wavefunctions between di!erent layers of dots can be made to overlap and the con"nement should increase to the extent that carriers remain trapped even at room temperature, thereby avoiding carrier overspill and eliminating surface recombination. Moderate Q's (e.g. 100}300) and volumes (e.g. <"5}10) would then make a possible device easier to fabricate, yet still yield Purcell factors between 10 and 40, which is very respectable indeed. A more controlled approach to quantum dots, as provided by`seedinga, where the nucleation point of the dot is predetermined by lithography [100] , could also help to improve the spatial overlap between the dots and the cavity mode. Of equal importance is the need to improve the orientational overlap between the dots and the cavity mode, which yields the factor 3 in Eq. (5) and is lacking in`standarda dots as shown by Gerard et al. [91] .
A further consideration is that of carrier injection. The smaller the device, the more di$cult it is to direct the current #ow to the region of interest, and only there, because current injection into the non-active parts of the matrix decreases the e$ciency of the device. Once the carriers have arrived in the active part of the lattice, the next problem is that of non-radiative recombination at one of the many etched interfaces. III}V semiconductors, particularly GaAs, su!er badly from surface recombination, with InGaAs/InP and quantum dot systems, as already mentioned, being the notable exception [98, 101] .
An alternative to optimising the <s and Qs of the cavity [102] is to use the`barea lattice as a light emitter. Very recent work [103] has shown that a structure similar to the one shown in Fig. 16 can provide signi"cant enhancement of emission even without the intentional defect. The enhancement without defect/cavity takes advantage of the leaky nature of the conduction-band modes. The light "rst couples to these modes and then radiates out of the structure, which is yet another way of realising the aim of the exercise, i.e. increasing the extraction of light.
Lasers
An argument often made in the context of photonic crystals is that they have the ability to lower the threshold of semiconductor lasers. This is a very desirable prospect, because one of the major hurdles for work towards denser photonic integration is that of the removal of excess heat generated by the "nite laser threshold. Some applications, e.g. photonic interconnects or large strips of devices for laser printing, envisage the use of thousands or tens-of-thousands of lasers [104] . If each device dissipated a milliwatt, the Watts of heat thus generated, in a small area, would cause considerable heatsinking problems.
Where does the laser threshold come from, and what can photonic crystals do about it? Essentially, this is a mode counting argument, because typically only one of the many available modes in a resonator leads to lasing. If we imagine a laser with a`boxa-type cavity of volume < and refractive index n, consisting of material with gain bandwidth v and operating at frequency v, the number of modes in the cavity N can be expressed as [105] 
For a typical semiconductor laser device, this amounts to about 10}10 modes, of which only one is the desired lasing mode, so much light is wasted before stimulated emission can occur. Furthermore, because the 10}10 non-lasing modes are still present after the onset of lasing, they cause noise. Reducing the number of available modes would therefore reduce both the threshold and dramatically modify the noise characteristics of the laser. The factor that quanti"es this mode ratio and thereby determines the laser threshold is given by the following expression, a ratio known as the -factor;
Unless specialist techniques such as`quantum cryptographya are used [106] , which is possible, but unlikely to become the mainstream method of communication.
with as the con"nement factor (ratio of gain volume to cavity volume), using Eq. (7) and converting from frequency to wavelength. It is the -factor that puts photonic crystals into the scene and motivates the interest in defects, because defects can place modes into an otherwise forbidden spectral regime. If, for example, one mode is arti"cially created in the forbidden regime by a defect, the -factor assumes a value of unity, because the single allowed mode of the system is also the lasing mode. Making a laser is then, in principle, very simple, because all we need to do is to design the crystal so that its defect frequency coincides closely enough with the gain peak of the respective material.
The problem is that, as yet, there are no suitable crystals that can both reject all modes in a particular frequency range and exhibit gain at the same time, at least in the visible and near-infrared parts of the spectrum. In the microwave regime, related experiments have already been performed [76] , where an antenna, when placed near the defect of a 3-D crystal, showed much improved radiation characteristics over the free-space case; equally, such antennas have been used to detect radiation where the e!ect of the crystal was quanti"ed in terms of detection e$ciencies [76] . A power enhancement factor of up to 3450 has thereby been demonstrated, which highlights the dramatic improvement possible with the PBG-approach.
These developments are all very encouraging, but we should also ask the question of how low a threshold is really needed in a laser. There have been predictions of sub-A thresholds: are values as low as this really necessary? Many low-threshold laser application are aimed at some form of communications applications, so we shall use a communications example to suggest an answer.
A back-of-the-envelope calculation shows that 1 W of light at 1 m wavelength consists of around 5;10 photons/s, so there are 5;10 photons/s in 1 mW. If we assume a typical system loss of 30 dB between transmitter and receiver and a data rate of 10 Gbit/s, a speed that is already routinely achieved in research laboratories, at 50% duty cycle, we are left with 250 photons per bit. Considering that tolerable bit error rates are in the 10\}10\ range, these 250 photons are just about su$cient to ensure error-free data transmission, so 1 mW is the minimum power required for such a system. Lasers that operate at 1 mW would typically have threshold currents of the order of a few 100 A, so lower thresholds than this would not be practical.
Clearly, these numbers can be somewhat adjusted to suit a particular argument, but the essence is that data transmission requires a certain number of photons to be reliable, and extremely low thresholds are therefore not sensible. Furthermore, thresholds around 50 A are already being achieved [107] with vertical cavity lasers (VCSELs), due to their small volume, so one wonders whether the photonic bandgap e!ort really is necessary.
The "rst answer is that VCSELs can only be made in a select few laser materials, so photonic crystals, in principle, allow low threshold operation to be obtained for a wider variety of materials, e.g. the commercially important 1.55 m wavelength window, where VCSELs are elusive because of the low refractive index contrast available in the InP-material system. Another argument concerns noise; the above discussion assumes that many photons are needed for reliable data transfer. By reducing the number of available modes in the laser cavity, photonic crystals can reduce the #uctuation in power distribution across the available modes and thereby the emission noise. Finally, there are many applications that require high density arrays of light emitters and that impose di!erent constraints on the individual devices. These array applications would clearly bene"t from lower threshold currents, e.g. in laser printing or in data transfer over a large number of channels.
Examples of microcavity and photonic crystal based lasers
The type of laser with the highest beta-factor demonstrated so far has, in fact, nothing directly to do with periodic structures; it is the microdisk laser, nicknamed thumbtacka laser after its peculiar shape. Values for between 0.3 and 0.4 have been estimated for these [108] and for the`photonic wirea lasers [109] that use a similar circular geometry. Microcavity lasers based on defects in photonic crystals or small active areas surrounded by periodic structures should appear soon and compare favourably with the existing circular geometries. Con"gurations suitable for lasing have already been reported [52, 53, 79, 110] . Other types of laser that employ periodic structures for feedback are the`horizontala VCSELs that have now also been demonstrated, i.e. edge-emitting lasers with short high-re#ectivity mirror stacks [111, 112] . The mirrors rely on the same principles as waveguide-based photonic microstructures, i.e. they are deeply etched and use a waveguide for con"nement in the dimension normal to the propagation direction. The best measured mirror refelectivities are around 95% [112] and the shortest lasers of this type yet realised are 42 m long, amongst the shortest edge-emitters demonstrated to date. Projected threshold currents are below 100 A and therefore as low as that of the best VCSELs [111, 113] .
Most of these initial demonstrations are very encouraging and anticipation is high for more to come. A serious problem with operating very small lasers, however, is the issue of current injection, even more so than with LEDs, because the current densities in lasers are typically an order of magnitude higher. Optically pumping these tiny devices, for proof-of-principle demonstrations; is therefore one thing, but e$ciently directing the current #ow is another, particularly when the active area is only a few m and is, ideally (from an optical point of view), surrounded by insulating dielectric material and/or air.
Other materials
The choice of active materials discussed so far was based on the philosophy of taking a good light emitter and making it better, hence the almost exclusive reference to III}V semiconductors. How about taking a bad light emitter, that may have other advantages, and making it competitive with III}V semiconductors? There are a variety of more unusual material systems in which electroluminescence has already been demonstrated, even in the visible wavelength range, which makes them applicable to display and possibly laser applications. All of these materials have some distinct advantage over III}V semiconductors, be it cost, compatibility with silicon microelectronics or ease of fabrication. As examples, we shall discuss three di!erent cases which highlight the issues involved:
Porous silicon
In this context, it is the`microporousa variety of silicon that we are interested in, i.e. the sponge-like skeleton of silicon veins on a nanometre scale [114] . Microporous silicon has the (for silicon) remarkable ability to emit light in the visible wavelength range. External quantum e$ciencies (in electroluminescence) of around 1% have already been realised [115] and, being based on silicon, the host material is cheap, readily available and may eventually be used in conjunction with microelectronic circuits. We do not see much scope from the photonic band gap point-of-view, however, simply because the structure mainly consists of air. If regular, periodic structures were etched into this material, the e!ective refractive index change between the`spongya host and air would be too low to cause the strong e!ects required for photonic band gaps to open up.
Erbium-doped silicon
The advantages of the silicon host quoted above also apply here. Furthermore, erbium is the key to providing gain in silica-"bres, and ampli"ers based on erbiumdoped silica are now widely used in the "bre optic telecommunications industry. So, combining silicon and erbium seems to be a winning concept. There is a fundamental catch, however: The bottleneck of the Er:Si system is the slow energy transfer between the relevant energy levels in the silicon and the erbium, which leads to long radiative lifetimes, so QNMLR is measured in microseconds [116] rather than the nanoseconds we are used to in III}Vs. This is a rather fundamental limitation. Is there anything photonic crystals can do to improve matters?
The answer is an unconvincing`may bea. The emission of Er:Si at 1.54 m, being based on a transition from the excited, inner 4f shell of the Er> con"guration, is very sharp and therefore ful"ls the criterion for a high Q emitter discussed in Section 4.1.2.1. Purcell-type enhancement of the emission is therefore possible, which, in principle, would speed up the radiative transition and make a brighter, more e$cient light emitter. It is highly questionable, however, whether the Purcell-e!ect can be exploited su$ciently to make up for the several orders of magnitude di!erence in lifetime. We therefore, at present, do not think that the combination of PBG#Er:Si is particularly promising.
Organic materials, PPV in particular
The third example describes a rather di!erent material system, i.e. the group of electroluminescent organic materials based around para-phenylene-vinylene (PPV in short). The luminescence spectrum of these materials is relatively broad ( "100}200 nm, Fig. 17 ) and, depending on the chemical commposition, the spectrum can be tuned over most of the visible wavelength range [63] . The attraction with these materials lies in the fact that they can be spin-coated onto any suitable carrier (e.g. glass), so they are cheap and very versatile. The main area for applications so far has been in broad area LEDs; using some form of microstructuring to enhance the e$ciency (see Section 4.1.1) therefore appears as an obvious recipe for improvement. The question that then arises concerns the fabrication, i.e. the microstructuring of the polymer, because PPV cannot be easily patterned using standard techniques. Two of the fabrication methods demonstrated so far are to spin PPV onto a prepatterned substrate [117, 118] or to use high-pressure embossing [65] , the latter being particularly promising for achieving the 100 nm-type resolution required for photonic crystals in the visible.
What can we hope to achieve? (a) Purcell-type enhancement is not an option because of the broad emission bandwidth, whereas (b) enhanced extraction seems a promising mechanism to employ. As discussed in Section 4.1, the extrenal e$ciency of an LED scales as 1/n. With a refractive index of around 2, PPV has some scope for photonic crystal based light extraction enhancement, although not as much as the high-index crystalline semiconductors. Placing PPV into a microcavity or onto a corrugated surface (Fig. 17) is a possible realisation. Due to Bragg scattering, the emission is spectrally redistributed, i.e. some wavelength range within the gain spectrum is enhanced whilst others are suppressed [118] . This would be one way of obtaining the spectral purity required for true-colour displays. (c) Another option would be to embed PPV into a 3-D photonic crystal. The self-organised materials, such as opal or titania, (Section 3.1.6) o!er themselves, but it is not yet clear whether the low refractive index contrast between these mateials and PPV can be engineered su$ciently to obtain strong enough e!ects that justify the required e!ort.
Photonic VLSI
Since the inception of integrated optics, it has been argued that photonics would follow in the footsteps of the silicon-based electronics revolution and create circuits with a high level of integration. As data rates keep growing, miniaturisation in photonics is becoming an ever more pressing issue, because more channels have to be "tted into a limited space, and the delay times between widely separated active elements are becoming increasingly intolerable. To date, there is little progress on this front, and most photonic devices are still made as discrete elements. At best, integration involves a small number of devices on the same chip, performing a limited range of functions. Why is this so? One reason is the disparate size of the di!erent functional elements and their connections. Typical integrated optical circuits, even ones that are only passive and incorporate waveguides, bends, junctions and couplers extend over millimetres rather than microns in size. Waveguided light does not readily negotiate sharp bends, so transitions need to be gradual and, couplers typically have long interaction lengths with respect to the wavelength of light.
Here, photonic crystals o!er a possible solution. Driven by the inventive work of the group at MIT [9, 11, 119] , there is a variety of concepts for low-loss waveguide bends, junctions and couplers. These concepts are based on the recognition that light con"ned to a waveguide within a photonic crystal can only follow the waveguide, since there are no radiation modes available, i.e. there is nowhere else for it to go to. Sharp bends and large-angle Y-junctions have been computationally`demonstrateda with virtually no excess losses [120, 121] . These are impressive results that certainly point in the right direction.
In practise, however, life is not so simple. The MIT group's work tends to use waveguiding in air as an example, where the single-mode waveguide width is on the order of the lattice constant. Measurements on`air waveguidesa in the microwave regime have indeed shown impressively low waveguide and bending losses [122] and thereby con"rmed the general principle. These measurements can be misleading, however, because metal plates are generally used for con"nement in the third dimension, an option not available in optics. If the metal plates are not present, the transmission drops signi"cantly, i.e. to 35% in one particular measurement [123] . Hence, optical waveguiding in air can only be realised with photonic crystals that are either three-dimensional or that extend in"nitely in the third dimension. Neither of these assumptions is easy to ful"l, so the nearest immediate realisation is a`conventionala waveguide structure surrounded by a 2-D lattice. Another reason against`air waveguidesa is that they are only desirable for some specialist applications that require high power transmission or`odda wavelengths were low-loss dielectrics are di$cult to come by. In general, waveguides are made out of high-index material because they transport light to and from active photonic devices (e.g. lasers, modulators, detectors) that requre light}matter interaction.
The above argument therefore makes a case for dielectric waveguides, so how about dielectric waveguides with photonic crystal boundaries, i.e. photonic crystal waveguides, PCWs? The width of such a waveguide has a single mode cut-o! of a few 10s of nm [124] i.e. it becomes undesirably multi-mode if wider. If the waveguide has to be The waveguides referred to here are classical in the sense that guiding relies on total internal re#ection, but they are also comparable to photonic crystal waveguides in the sense that they are based on silicon on silica waveguides, one of the high-contrast type of material systems envisaged for photonic crystal waveguides.
Integer multiples of a half-wavelength, /2n, may be added, but this addition does not in#uence the argument, since the main impact on the wavelength response come from the "rst /4n. that narrow, it usually incurs considerable scattering losses, since the holes or pillars that constitute the lattice can never be perfectly smooth or perfectly aligned in size and/or position. Measurements on such waveguides in the optical regime have not yet been performed, to our knowledge, but related data [29, 42] suggests that a few unit cells of photonic crystal waveguide already imply a noticeable loss. There is no doubt that this loss can be reduced, but it is not at all obvious that it can be brought down to a level where cascading a series of functional waveguide elements, requiring 100s of unit cells, becomes a practical option.
This argument must also take account of the fact that`classicala waveguides can show curvature losses reduced to`negligible levelsa for 3 m radius curves [51] , and exhibit very high scattering losses when narrow [51] , due to the high index contrast. This result begs two controversial questions: (a) why do we need photonic crystal waveguides if we can realise tight bends without them, and (b) considering that the scattering loss for the high-index classical waveguides is large, why should photonic crystal waveguides that are an order of magnitude narrower, not su!er from the same loss? Admittedly, PCWs have, by design, no modes to scatter into, but unless the photonic crystal is perfect and three-dimentsional, this argument is not absolute. We will have to wait for experimental results before we can assess this point more authoritatively.
Another issue for photonic VLSI is that of "ltering, an application often mentioned in the context of photonic crystals. Very sharp "ltering characteristics have indeed been observed with waveguide-based high Q cavities [30, 32] despite associated losses. Similarly, very compact photonic lattice-based add/drop multiplexers have been proposed [125] . The hope is that this type of device will be able to perform operations such as wavelength division multiplexing on a few square microns of surface area, instead of the square millimetres or centimetres currently required [126] .
The question here is whether PBG-based "lters will be able to meet their target, since there is not much use for a "lter with a good performance if the wavelength does not match. In the simplest case, PBG-type "lters operate on the principle of a defect that is intentionally being introduced into the lattice, i.e. an area of the lattice that is typically bigger or smaller by a quarter wavelength, /4n, n representing the material wavelength. So the size of the defect is d" /4n, and its tolerance is d" /4n. For a worst-case scenario, let us consider what this translates to for the densest channel spacing in a wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) system, which is 100 GHz or 0.67 nm at 1.55 m. The refractive index of the relevant InP material is 3.17 at that wavelength, so a size accuracy of d"0.67 nm/(4;3.17)+0.5 A s , would be required, clearly a formidable task. Considering these tight tolerances, "lters based on single defects will not be fabricated in the foreseeable future. The experimental demonstrations of such "lters that we have seen already [30, 32, 42] underline this point, because the target wavelength was missed by 10 nm or more [30, 32] and it was shown what a large tuning range can be achieved with a small change in cavity size [42] .
This was a worst-case study, however. Many systems will use a wider channel spacing than 100 GHz and thereby relax the fabrication tolerances. Multiple defects can be used to tailor the wavelength response of the "lter, which, in a two-dimensionally periodic system, can also be used to create wavelength and angular-selective channels. Moreover, ingenious designs that use cascaded groups of gratings are appearing [127] and have already shown suitability for WDM applications. Also, the wavelength dependence does not necessarily have to arise from a defect, i.e. it is well known that there is strong dispersion at the photonic band edge, leading to very wavelength-sensitive di!raction (`superprisma) e!ects [50, 61] . So, what might seem to be an insurmountable hurdle at "rst sight can be tackled with intelligent design.
Surface plasmons
Many device designers (e.g. in the area of semiconductor lasers) spend e!ort on avoiding interaction between the optical "eld in their devices and metal "lms, e.g. contacts. This is easily understood, because, at optical frequencies, the absorption losses in a metal can be large. In fact, the reality that there are no perfect metallic re#ectors for optical waves is one of the motivations for making photonic crystals, because in many cases they can simply be thought of as providing high-re#ectivity mirrors.
On the other hand, metals o!er exciting phenomena that can be usefully applied to light emitting devices. Surface plasmons, for example, the quanta of electron oscillations at metal}dielectric interfaces, have been used to explain the`supertransmissiona e!ect observed recently [128] , where a transmission of around 4% was measured through a thin metal "lm perforated with holes of 2% area "ll-factor and size well below cut-o! (150 nm diameter holes at 1.55 m wavelength). The best explanation put forward so far is that the incoming light excites the plasmon on one surface, which then couples to the plasmon on the other side of the metal "lm. This second plasmon subsequently couples to radiation modes, which makes the whole process appear as if the incoming light had been transmitted directly through the metal "lm [129] .
These surface plasmons are a form of surface wave that occurs at dielectric interfaces, and are closely related to waveguide modes. When the metal "lm is corrugated, the surface plasmon experiences band gaps [130] in the same way as a mode does in a corrugated waveguide. Surface plasmons are usually associated with thin "lms, but they can also be observed in small metal spheres [131, 132] . Recent work at the University of Rochester, USA, where resonances in small metal particles have been studied, has shown that the detection e$ciency of thin-"lm photodectors can be increased by over an order of magnitude (in a limited wavelength range) if the surface is covered with metal islands [133, 134] . The explanation that the authors propose is that the incoming radiation couples to the metallic resonance and then to Fig. 18 . Illustration of the interaction between incident plane wave, metal nanoparticle and waveguide mode [133, 134] .
the waveguide mode of the thin absorbing "lm. This mechanism increases the interaction length between the incident light and the "lm, and thereby greatly enhances the detection e$ciency [ Fig. 18 ].
In the two examples just discussed, the metallic resonances have been used to transfer light between di!erent media. The question therefore arises whether one could not use these resonances to transfer light from an active semiconductor to the outside world, and thereby address the problem of extraction quoted many times throughout this paper. We believe that there is scope in such an approach, which could be realised by matching the frequency of the plasma resonance to that of the emission, i.e. the frequency corresponding to the band gap of the semiconductor. Also, by positioning the metal spheres in some deterministic manner, e.g. in a con"guration resembling a photonic lattice, a certain degree of control over the emission/coupling properties of this structure should be possible.
Using metals in structures to mediate light transfer between di!erent media is only the tip of the iceberg, however; the resonances of metallic nanoparticles can be exploited further via their mutual interaction, an area of research that has hardly been explored and opens up an entirely new chapter in the way periodic structures can be used [134] . Another avenue is that of self-organised assembly, where the interaction between plasmon resonances on the surface of metallic nanoparticles can be used to aid the formation of periodic structures [135] .
Quasiperiodic structures
Just when we think we know everything there is to know about periodic photonic structures, we encounter yet another type of arrangement that is as rich, if not richer, in its physics and in novel concepts as the square and triangular lattices we have been studying so far. These structures cover everything between`diatomica and completely disordered, i.e.`amorphousa lattices and are discussed in increasing degree of disorder.
The highest degree of rotational symmetry achieved with a periodic structure is six-fold, i.e. in a triangular or hexagonal close-packed lattice.
Diatomic lattices
Diatomic lattices, i.e. lattices that consist of two types of feature (e.g. di!erently sized holes etched into the material) have already been evaluated theoretically [136] and show larger band gaps than their`monoatomica counterparts.
Chirped gratings
The term`chirpa, according to the Encyclopaedia Britannica, describes the`characteristic short sharp sound especially of a small bird or insecta and implies that the frequency of the sound varies during the call. In the context of periodic structures, a chirped grating is one whose period varies with length. Chirped gratings have found a variety of uses in integrated optics, e.g. as dispersion-compensating elements in "bre optic communication systems [137] . In the context of photonic crystals, chirping has recently been (re)discovered as a method of extending the width of the bandgap, e.g. in order to give one-dimensional Bragg stacks a more omnidirectional response [138] . The idea is that di!erent locations in the periodic structure respond to di!erent frequencies and so, by stacking the di!erent periodicities, a wider frequency range can be addressed overall. This is an elegant method that has great potential to widen the parameter-range over which photonic bandgaps can be achieved, but it also trades o! the frequency response vs. the penetration depth. The increased penetration depth results in reduced spatial con"nement, which is critical for some applications such as microcavity-enhanced LEDs (Section 4.1.2) and must therefore be considered.
Quasicrystals
Quasicrystals are interesting hybrids between amorphous, disordered materials and the perfectly regular crystals discussed so far. They are disordered in the sense that they are not based on a single repeating unit cell, and regular in the sense that the sequence of features that makes up the structure follows particular geometric rules. Fractals are one example for this type of arrangement, and structures based on the Fibonacci and Cantor sequence have recently been compared to one-dimensionally periodic layer stacks [139] . The fractal structures displayed similar features to their periodic counterparts, such as bandgaps and con"ned states, but featured the most con"ned states near the band-edge rather than the middle of the bandgap, a property that adds variety to the toolbox of, e.g., a "lter designer.
Two-dimensional quasicrystals are also being explored in our group, in particular structures based on Penrose tiles. Penrose lattices are based on two diamond-shaped primitives that, following certain rules, perfectly tile the plane [Fig. 19 ]. The interest in this particular con"guration stems from its ten-fold rotational symmetry, a degree of symmetry that could not be achieved with a perfectly periodic structure. Why is symmetry important? The reason for the di$culty of achieving full photonic bandgaps lies in the fact that the light, as it travels through the crystal along di!erent directions, experiences di!erent e!ective periods. In a square lattice, for example, the period is (2 longer for travel in the direction of the diagonal than for travel along the sides. So, by increasing the rotational symmetry from four to six to ten, one could hope that full bandgaps are also more easily achieved, and should be possible over a wider range of parameters or in materials with lower refractive index. Theoretical work on related structures [140] indeed reports the existence of density-of-states minima, pointing to possible bandgaps, and higher-order e!ects whereby successive DOS minima are spaced by the intrinsically beautiful ratio of the golden mean (approximately 5.8). Experimental work, in the optical regime, is only in its infancy, but we have already demonstrated that the di!raction pattern from a grating based on Penrose tiles (Fig. 20) displays clear peaks, as if it were crystalline, and yet exhibits the ten-fold symmetry that is not possible with conventional regular crystal structures. Another point to mention is the communality between these quasicrystals and the chirped gratings mentioned in Section 4.6.2. Both types of structure are not strictly periodic and achieve their improved frequency or angular response by increasing the penetration depth of light into the structure. Using a di!erent terminology, one can also say that there are more Fourier components in the spectrum, but each component is weaker than it would be in a perfect lattice [141] .
Photonic`amorphsa
We cannot complete our journey through the non-crystalline photonic world without mentioning that light localisation has even been observed in totally irregular structures, i.e. a photonic`amorpha rather than a photonic crystal [142] . A powder Fig. 19 . The same structure as the one shown in Fig. 19 was etched into glass and examined in normal incidence with a He}Ne laser. The ten di!raction peaks in the outer ring illustrate the ten-fold rotational symmetry of the lattice. This clearly indicates that an irregular lattice with no repeating unit cell can have a higher degree of symmetry than a perfect triangular lattice with its three-fold rotational symmetry. Courtesy of P. Millar, University of Glasgow.
consisting of irregular particles of GaAs was able to localise light in a similar way as a defect con"nes it in a perfectly periodic structure, which again shows that light con"nement does not necessarily require periodicity, but only su$cient index contrast.
All examples in this section show that there is much more to photonic crystals than perfectly ordered structures, and that the response of the structure can be improved by an apparently counter-intuitive reduction in symmetry or regularity. The penality for the increased wavelength-range or angular response of most structures, however, is the loss of con"nement, i.e. reduction in the Fourier components, which means that the penetration depth of light into the structure is larger.
Quantum cascade-based light emission
One of the most exciting new concepts in optoelectronics is that of quantum cascade (QC) based light emission. QC lasers, pioneered by Capasso's group at Lucent Technologies [143] , have shown impressive progress and have already demonstrated (pulsed) room temperature operation. QC lasers rely on intraband transitions, i.e. transitions between di!erent states in the same or neighbouring quantum wells and typically a multitude of these transitions is cascaded in order to provide su$cient gain. In most cases, InGaAs/InAlAs multilayers are used, but there has also been rapid progress in the GaAs/AlGaAs system [144, 145] . The wavelength range demonstrated so far is between 3 m and 17 m.
Why do we mention QC emission in the context of photonic crystals? Firstly, the emission is entirely TM polarised, a consequence of the selection rules of the Fig. 21 .`Quasi-3Da bandgap for the TM oscillation in QC lasers. The radiating dipole is represented by the arrow in the centre of the picture. Its radiation cone is indicated by the circle in the left-half of the picture, illustrating the fact that the emission is mainly into the waveguide plane. The right-half of the picture represents the angular extent of the photonic bandgap, i.e. the range of angles for which light emitted by the dipole experiences a band gap. Most of the radiation experiences the band gap, so the microstructure acts on most of the modes, almost as if it were 3-D.
intraband transition. TM polarised light can be understood as originating from vertically oscillating dipoles, so there is no emission normal to the quantum well plane, and most of the light is emitted into the plane and can therefore be captured by a waveguide. This relaxes the requirements for achieving a photonic bandgap, because even a 2-D structure that does not exhibit a bandgap for the full angle of 4 steradian will control most of the light present in the system. Furthermore, it is easier to achieve a large bandgap for one polarisation than for two, so`quasi 3-Da control over the photon modes can be expected with a microstructure that is only two-dimensionally periodic. This high degree of control over all of the existing modes can, for examples, be used to increase the probability of light being emitted into the lasing mode [ Fig. 21] .
From a fabrication-point of view, the fact that the wavelength is in the mid-to-far infrared reduces the pressure on the pattern generation, simply because suitable microstructures are bigger and can therefore easily be made by photolithography. Electrically, the unipolar nature of the quantum cascade operation eliminates the possibility of surface recombination, a phenomenon that plagues the GaAs/AlGaAs system in particular. Surface recombination is caused by the di!usion of minority carriers to exposed surfaces, so with only one type of carrier involved in the transition, surface recombination is not an issue.
Conclusions
We have reviewed the current range of activity in the "eld, emphasising semiconductor-based photonic crystals because we feel that they are particularly promising due to their high refractive index and light emitting properties. We have also highlighted some of the material problems that occur with semiconductor-based photonic crystals, such as broad emission bandwidth and surface recombination, which hamper cavity enhancement and compromise luminescence e$ciency, respectively. Some of these problems may be resolved with quantum dot active layers, due to their atomiclike emission characteristics and carrier capture capabilities.
On the other hand, the large variety of material systems currently under investigation indicates that epitaxial semiconductors are not the only candidate for successful implementation of photonic bandgap concepts. The diversity of the "eld is still increasing, and work will only start to focus on a few, more promising approaches, once these have been clearly established. Self-organised materials such as opal, once the issues of homogeneity, back-"lling with optically active material and refractive index contrast have been resolved, could well become an important approach. The family of electro-optic polymers (PPV, for example) could also become very important indeed, particularly since the ability to microstructure these materials has now been demonstrated.
As far as light emitting diodes are concerned, i.e. the devices used in the introduction to highlight the promise of photonic crystals, we do not think that the bene"t of photonic bandgap concepts will be felt as readily as was initially anticipated. The promise of cavity enhancement has now been substantiated both theoretically and experimentally [91, 97] , but the e!ect is not (yet) as big as one would have hoped for. Other solutions, however, are appearing, for example the recently observed emission enhancement from a bare lattice [103] . Many other avenues can be explored, and a clever combination of approaches may "nally yield the #50% external (electrical) e$ciecies that we would hope to see. This combination may entail selective oxidation, microstructuring or metal nanoparticles, all designed to enhance the desired modes or to suppress, extract, or recycle the modes that would otherwise appear as losses on the balance sheet. The challenge then lies in working out the detail of how to combine the relevant e!ects for device applications.
On the laser front, photonic crystals have a more di$cult task to prove their worth because the "eld is more mature and devices have already gone a long way. If we reverse this statement, however, we can argue that semiconductor lasers can possibly bene"t signi"cantly for the very reason that photonic band gap concepts have not really been applied yet, and all the bene"ts of`total mode controla that photonic crystals o!er have yet to bear fruit. The possible bene"ts apply to the somewhat controversial argument of lowering the threshold current (see Section 4.2), since not every application involves high bit-rates and long-haul transmission, and the important issue of lowering the noise. It also applies to the more exotic types of laser such as quantum cascade-based devices that are not endowed with the high gain values that we are used to from the III}V direct band gap materials. If every photon counts, because the radiative transition has to "ght hard against the competition from non-radiative processes, we should try to ensure that every photon goes the right way. The QC system, because of its unique properties, may well turn out to be a prime system for the demonstration of PBG e!ects in lasers.
As far as the photonic crystal geometry is concerned, both lasers and LEDs point in the same direction: we need better mode control, i.e. we need to be able to control the propagation of light in all directions, not only in-plane. Omnidirectional mode control would allow us to suppress the undesired leaky and waveguide modes in LEDs and consequently increase the extraction e$ciency. In lasers, 3-D control would help to increase the -factor and hence reduce the threshold current and noise.
The realisation of photonic VLSI, i.e. the combination of a large number of functional elements on a small space, does not appear as appealing now as it might have looked at "rst sight and there are several issues that need to be addressed, such as tolerances for accurate "lter designs and losses for elongated waveguide sections. Dispersive elements that exploit a particularly steep section of the band structure (`superprisma) seem also very promising, but there are issues of beam quality and accurate routing that need to be resolved. As a whole, the area of photonic VLSI will become important, however, because there are real industrial needs related to the ever increasing number of channels in communications systems and the associated problems of chip size and delay times. This drive alone may well be su$cient to attract the amount of brainpower needed to tackle the problems involved.
Overall, the photonic band-gap revolution, which is what was hoped for a few years ago, has matured into a photonic band-gap evolution, New applications emerge constantly, but there seems to be no particular aspect of photonic crystals that yields quick and easily applicable results. There is, however, much to be gained from careful design and detailed insight into the particular problem at hand.
